A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
sixpence in the pound), but—we must repeat and insist upon
the point—it was novel. It affected not only the great men
but, being a flat rate, was disproportionately burdensome upon
the small men. We must remember that England was still
half composed of a free peasantry, freeholders whether under
quit-rents or without rents at all, yeomen owning or paying a
small unalterable rent for land which they had inherited and
could leave to their descendants; such a man owning, say, a
hundred acres was asked to pay a sum equivalent to £2 iq$.
of modern money. And the much more numerous smaller
men who maintained themselves on a smallholding of twenty
or thirty acres had to pay in proportion.
The impost was protested against by a typical revolutionary
of the day, a very wealthy landowner with his principal seat in
Buckinghamshire, John Hampden.1 He took the case to the
courts, and the way in which the lawyers were gradually
swinging round against the Crown then became apparent—for
there was only the smallest possible majority—seven to five—
among the judges in favour of the Government's claim. Those
judges who dissented relied upon various reasons, some of
them merely technical, but the lack of unanimity was striking.
The long-drawn-out debates also had great publicity and great
effect, and Hampden, though condemned to pay (he had taken
one small assessment of his as a test), had won a moral victory,
and with him all the landed class of England, including those
who had been and still were most energetic in attempting to
supplant the government of the Crown by a government of
their own class. This case was not finally decided until 1637.
The Scottish Rebellion. Meanwhile religious trouble in
Scotland had come to a head. The new Service Book, which
might have been introduced in 1633, was ordered to be read in
this year, 1637. The first service under it was held on July 23,
1637, in St Giles's Church, in Edinburgh (which had been
turned into a cathedral), and it created a riot in which the bishop
had to fly for his life.
The remarkable talent of the Scots for organization appeared;
all classes combined to form a sort of provisional Government,
and, recalling a term and an act of the earlier Reformation, they
drew up a Covenant between themselves and the Lord God,
1 He had about what we should call to-day £40,000 a year; and that ia
a much poorer England than ours and one only a tenth of the size.
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